3. Dave Larsen
2. Ken Auer

The nine Inframural All-Stars to having rowed while at Oxford. A sports editor, Prof. Walt Stockmaycr will be ready to throw his big 6' 4" duck to dunk, the Stilt is known throughout basketball circles for his "Easy K. Uno" Ingard, famed for his perfect parabolic set shot heads downs for his faculty quintet.

The man with the greatest record developed while starring in high school is "Rocky Stocky To Star" Humanites Dept. Parsons some Top Men.

The Civil Engineers will be represented by Charles "the killer" Miller, a deadly jump shot artist whose famous bridge shot will go down in history.-- a steady ball handler and a quick man with action, the killer should supply several first downs for his faculty quietest.

For those who have managed to read this far we have a special feature--Associate Dean of Student. Called upon to coach one of the largest organizations around last year—the Boy Scouts—his great experience will be an invaluable asset to the offense and defense of his talent laden team.

Well, there they are—the greatest assembly of faculty players in the history of the Institute . . . 2 teams destined to put on a match that will go down in history. But don't forget—that's not all—in the feature game the varsity and all stars will attempt to make up in hustle what they lack in history . . . a steady ball handler and a quick man with action, the killer should supply several first downs for his faculty quietest.
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